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What Awaits a Leader
at the Next Level? 
However it happens—being elected or promoted, inheriting a family business, or founding 
an organization—ascendancy into leadership carries with it profound opportunities,
challenges, and responsibilities—and few people are truly ready for what awaits them.

Leaders may find themselves contending with a barrage of uncertainties and struggles–– 
not only the struggles of leading a team, shaping a strategic vision, or delivering to 
diverse stakeholders, but also the internal, emotional struggles that stem from unrealistic 
expectations, crises of confidence, political battles and lack of buy-in from colleagues, and 
the pressure to project optimism in the face of a vastly unknowable future. How will the 
leader bear up under these immense demands? Will her inner voice remain a supportive, 
wise counsel, or will it start to whisper self-doubt, or cockiness and hollow self-assurance?

To whom can the leader turn for honest feedback and clear guidance? How will she make 
sure that the information she receives from others is not partisan or skewed by self-
interest? Those closest to her may exaggerate, hide, or misinterpret information according 
to their own agendas. Whom can she trust?

In a high-power role, whether leading a group, unit, function, or enterprise, success is far 
from assured. Statistics confirm that the higher up a hierarchy one travels, the greater the 
chances of failure: close to 50% of those promoted into the highest levels of leadership 
fail within the first eighteen months ¹. It is not for lack of knowledge, technical competence, 
or business savvy. It’s due to so-called “soft skills”: leaders may fail to listen to or seek 
advice, be unable to manage their team, and focus too much on factors outside their 
control—and too little on the things they can control. Others new to a position of power 
may fear stepping in and making a tough call, or they may act rashly and over-assert their 
authority.

However it manifests, the leader’s greatest struggle is within. Ben Horowitz, co-founder 
and general partner of Andreessen Horowitz, one of the most powerful VC firms in Silicon 
Valley, calls this the “fight club of management”: the psychological meltdowns that CEOs 
experience, which no one talks about. In his book, The Hard Thing about Hard Things, 
Horowitz describes his overwhelming fear, doubt, and crippling anxiety during his tenure 
as CEO of Opsware. Nothing prepared him for the challenge he faced of managing his 
own psychology, of “keeping [his] mind in check.” ²

While those who analyze leadership from the outside commonly believe that power
corrupts, a more accurate understanding would be that power alters. Dacher Keltner, 
professor of Social Psychology at University of California, Berkeley, captures this precisely 
in his definition of power as the capacity to alter another’s state ³. What makes power 
insidious is the fact it doesn’t simply change the person; it alters others in the leader’s 
sphere of influence. And because people behave differently towards the leader in that 
high-power role, what he has come to rely on throughout his life—the reflection of
himself in the eyes of others—can no longer be trusted. 

INTRODUCTION
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The distinction between “corrupt” and “alter” is pivotal to understanding a leader’s mind-
set. If and when a leader runs afoul of his position, or misuses his authority, the “decision” 
to misbehave is rarely deliberate. Most leaders are ethical, conscientious, and have the 
interests of the organization at heart. The few individuals who knowingly commit
egregious abuses of power are actually the exception, not the rule. Most people do not 
intentionally seek to abuse their power, and most misuses of power happen unwittingly. 
Rather, they are interactional corruptions, “rank fouls,” which the authority of the role 
nonetheless magnifies. While a leader may have benign intentions and perceives himself 
as behaving in small, inconsequential ways, the impact on others can be huge. 

The altering effect of power means that most of the time the leader may not even
perceive her behavior or how others see it. She may be seen as self-important and 
entitled, unaware of the perception of unfairness and inequity her demeanor conveys,
and surprised to discover how inconveniencing and imposing her behavior seems to 
others. She may think of others as her equal, and minimize her rank, assuming colleagues 
and staff feel free to speak, disagree, deny requests, challenge her, and give her feedback. 
The leader thinks because she says, “My door is always open,” that people with lower rank 
will feel free to knock on her door any time and ask for help. She may share her opinions 
freely, and never hesitate to make suggestions and offer advice, unaware that others see 
this as patronizing, making it harder for them to contribute. 

The intent–impact gap—the difference between what someone means to say, and what 
the other hears—is nowhere wider and more treacherous than in asymmetrical power 
relationships. The behavior and communication from an individual in a high-power role is 
magnified through a “lens of power,” which adds volume, intensity, meaning, and intent
to every action or non-action. The message received seldom corresponds to the message 
intended. 
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What Is “Good” and “Bad” Power Use?
Is it possible to use power well? What does it take to stay afloat, to not sink under the 
inner pressures and altering effects of a high-power role? When much of power misuse
is unconscious and unintended, how can a leader learn to use it well? 

Although “power competencies” are not something most educational institutions teach, 
they do exist. And they should be taught—to every leader, CEO, teacher, coach, doctor, 
and supervisor, even to every parent. Learning power competencies begins by combatting 
some of the common misperceptions about good and bad uses of power. 

Just as it is easy to dismiss power misuse out of hand by saying “power corrupts,” it’s 
equally easy to assume that good use of power comes down to emotional intelligence, 
social intelligence, or ethics. Obviously, understanding and regulating one’s emotions is a 
necessary component of effective leadership—as is the ability to listen, communicate, and 
negotiate complex relationship interactions—and a leader without a moral
compass, or solid sense of ethics, is a disaster waiting to happen. 

But power is much more than emotional self-management, people skills, or ethical behavior. 
Our two decades of research, collected through hands-on work with leaders in diverse 
organizations and contexts, illustrates some general truths about good—and bad—uses
of power. We asked several hundred leaders, coaches, and subject-matter experts to 
describe their experiences of good and bad uses of power in leadership roles. Combining 
close to a hundred critical incidents with two decades of experience coaching and
consulting leaders across the globe, and across sectors, industries, roles, and functions, 
seven types of behavior relating to power use emerged. Internal consistency and inter-rater 
reliability was established in several rounds of testing with more than a thousand employees 
and leaders from hundreds of organizations. Framed in the positive—as good use of 
power—these are the seven behavioral dimensions of using power positively, and the
Diamond Power Index® scale associated with each.

1. Accessible
Accessible leaders are easy to approach, open to feedback, and interested in others’ participation. 
They are able to regulate emotions under stress, and do not resort to yelling, shaming, criticizing, 
or belittling people in public. They are able to foster an atmosphere of engagement and
psychological safety (as measured by the Intimidating–Approachable scale).

2. Empowering
Empowering leaders are interested in others’ development and take an active role in it. They 
inspire and motivate, and know how to bring out the best in others (as measured by the 
Disengaging–Empowering scale).

3. Conscientious
Conscientious leaders put the organization’s interests ahead of their own self-interest. They act 
with moderation and temperance, and don’t abuse the perks and privileges of the role for personal 
gain—for instance, making exceptions to the rules, acting superior, or inconveniencing others with 
favors or special treatment (as measured by the Indulgent–Judicious scale). 
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4. Respectful 
Respectful leaders act to make their workplaces safe and non-hostile environments. They refrain 
from verbal or physical conduct that is rude, disrespectful, offensive, or discriminatory, and ensure 
that others do so as well (as measured by the Inappropriate–Respectful scale). 

5. Professional
Professional leaders are politically and socially astute. They maintain appropriate boundaries with 
co-workers, for instance, not gossiping, acting “chummy,” or disclosing confidential information. 
They conduct themselves appropriately in public, and represent the organization and its leadership 
positively (as measured by the Diplomatic–Indiscreet scale).

6. Fair
Fair leaders do not let personal preferences or bias drive decision-making. They refrain from
cronyism or preferentialism, and endeavor to make the workplace free from insider-outsider 
dynamics, exclusivity, partiality, and other inequitable behavior (as measured by the
Preferential–Fair scale).

7. Decisive

Decisive leaders do not shy away from using their authority. They are able to hold people accountable, 
give direct and constructive feedback, take a stand (even a controversial one), navigate conflict, 
and facilitate disagreement productively and constructively (as measured by the
Conflict Averse–Conflict Competent scale).

Sense of Power and Use of Power
These behaviors describe how well, or poorly, a leader uses power in relation to others. But what 
about the leader’s sense of power? Many people think of power as an action—something one does, 
performs, or displays, or as a thing—a role, resource, strength, or status. But power is also a state 
of mind. It is the measure of what one feels about oneself, regardless of one’s role or status. This 
sense of power underlies one’s capacity to act and influence others. 

Our research shows that good use of power in relation to others is connected to the leader’s inner 
sense of empowerment. Psychological research reveals that leaders are more effective when their 
positional power is guided by a personal sense of power. Conversely, when those in power do not 
feel a sense of personal power, they are more likely to use power aggressively.⁴ In fact, a personal 
sense of power is such an effective influencer that people with a high sense of personal power and 
low positional power can—and often do—achieve well beyond the scope of their role. 

Consider the extraordinary influence of Nelson Mandela during his years in prison. Mandela’s use of 
power stemmed completely from his own sense of power and his state of mind, not from any 
status or role accorded to him. As a prisoner, he lacked virtually any other kind of authority. Others 
can think about sense of power this way: while positional power bestows a license to act, personal 
sense of power bestows the capacity to act.
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A sense of power helps make one’s authority legitimate. Legitimacy, as the root of the word
suggests, refers to law: it is the legally encoded authority of the role. A person seeking to be
seen as legitimate, however, needs to do more than simply occupy a legitimate role. People
grant legitimacy to leaders by virtue of the leader’s behavior—behavior that is respectful and
appropriate. Leaders who force compliance or act in a despotic manner reduce their legitimacy
in the eyes of others. 

By contrast, people tend to enthusiastically cooperate, engage, and participate with leaders they 
perceive as legitimate. In law enforcement, studies show that when people view the police as a 
legitimate authority, they are more likely to obey officers and comply with the law. ⁵ Tellingly, the 
public’s evaluation of a police force’s legitimate authority hinges on officers’ interaction with the 
public rather than police outcomes, i.e., crime reduction. In other words, the title on one’s door or 
the badge on one’s chest doesn’t gain a person respect; that person’s actions are what matter. 
Leaders who have a positive sense of their own power, because they tend to use power in more 
effective and beneficent ways, are more likely to be seen as legitimate. 

The Diamond Power Index® measures an individual’s personal sense of power 
through self-assessment on the following leader traits and characteristics: 

Self-efficacy:

the confidence and perseverance to make an impact and achieve one’s goals
(as measured by the Capable Self scale). 

Self-awareness:

the ability to identify and reflect on thoughts, emotions, and behavior, and to direct attention 
when and where it is needed (as measured by the Aware Self scale).

Resilience:

the ability to learn from experience, make mistakes, and integrate the lessons learned
(as measured by the Purposeful Self scale).
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Profiles of Power Use
The development of power competence begins with the identification of opportunities for devel-
opment. The profiles of the following leaders illustrate how the Diamond Power Index® 360° 
assessment can target specific behaviors for development. Accounting for the fact that most 
instances of power misuse are unintended and nonconscious, the results of the assessment as 
presented in the Power Profile™ show how raters perceive each leader’s behavior and offer person-
alized strategies for improving that leader’s performance.

While many self-aware leaders know their gaps, blind spots, and weaknesses, what often lies out-
side their awareness is how these areas manifest as poor usage of power, and diminish leadership 
effectiveness. Each profile below is a composite of several different leader types, showing a range 
of behaviors, attitudes, and characteristics that can lead to unintended instances of power misuse, 
diminishing the leader’s effectiveness.

Profile #1: Can Nice People Misuse Power?

Consider Sam*.
As the executive director of a large health care organi-
zation in a Midwest city, Sam has a reputation as a 
friendly, convivial leader. He is generally well-liked by 
his employees, who regard him as caring and 
approachable. His role requires constant interaction 
with multiple and diverse stakeholders. Sam’s sociability 
and agreeableness are his strengths, and he deploys 
these traits in service of his organization. 

But despite his likeability, Sam has struggled with his 
team and staff. An employee-feedback survey showed 
more than half of the employees at the organization 
lacked clarity from the leadership team and were 
unable to identify the organization’s top priorities.
For these reasons, Sam asked his executive team to 
undergo the Diamond Power Index® to identify the 
leadership behaviors that may be contributing to the 
problem. 

As one would expect, in Sam’s Power Profile™, his 
scores on the scales reflecting emotional and social 
intelligence were very high: he scored in the upper 10th 
percentile on both the Intimidating–Approachable 
scale and the Disengaging–Empowering scale. There is 
no doubt his co-workers perceive him as an accessible, 
caring, and empowering leader.

Sam was surprised, though, by his low score on the Indulgent–Judicious scale. In particular, his 
subordinates and colleagues rated him lower on that scale than other raters did. The Indulgent-
Judicious scale measures the degree to which a leader is perceived by others to put the needs of 
the organization ahead of his own. This involves not only the basic competency of knowing—



and conscientiously executing—the responsibilities of the role, but also subtler aspects of role 
awareness—for instance, acting with self-importance, asking for favors, making exceptions to the 
rules, or inconveniencing others. 

Sam was puzzled because, in his mind, he always put the needs of the organization first. In fact, 
many share this perception, but those who have worked closest to Sam saw another side to the 
story. Even as he acted on behalf of the organization, Sam’s reports saw him behaving in ways that 
appeared entitled and even self-indulgent. With an apologetic smile, he would drop a document 
on his assistant’s desk at 4:45 p.m. on a Friday, asking if she could “just quickly” proof and send it 
before leaving. He would forget to send out the agenda for the weekly staff meeting, and an hour 
before the meeting, with a sheepish smile, ask someone on the team to “quickly email it to every-
one.” He was often late to his own meetings; he would forget to answer emails or calls; and he 
changed his schedule at the last minute, without letting his assistant know—keeping her out of the 
loop and adding to her workload. 

Sam’s high EQ is a double-edged sword: he uses his charming and friendly nature to cut corners, 
ask for favors, and disobey rules—even ones he set himself. Despite his good intent, his closest 
staff saw this for what it was: entitled and insensitive.

Sam was aware that he was disorganized. He had been working with a coach on time management 
and personal organization. And yet what he had not realized was how his disorganization
negatively impacted others—and was seen as a misuse of his power. 

Sam’s Power Profile™ helped him understand, first and foremost, that he misused his power by not 
considering how his problems became other people’s problems—ones that they could not refuse 
to take on. It also illuminated another misuse of power: using friendliness as a way to get special 
treatment and cut corners. Calling requests “favors” implies equality. Favors are done for friends; 
they are not an order from a boss. Using friendliness to mask rank difference and call a request a 
“favor” does not change the fact that the one requesting is the boss, and that it is not a favor if the 
other cannot say no. Finally, Sam’s results highlighted how the leader’s behavior can negatively 
impact an organization. His lack of organization and role clarity created a “trickle down” effect as 
evidenced in the employee survey, showing a general lack of clarity and focus throughout the 
organization.

Profile #2:
In Over Her Head
Looking in from the outside, people without posi-
tional authority often perceive that those in positions 
of power feel strong and powerful. Despite this 
assumption, many misuses of power stem from the 
opposite—a leader’s own feelings of being over-
whelmed and disempowered. 

Consider Roberta. 
Roberta was a marketing manager for a global tech-
nology firm. In a major step up in her career, she was 
recruited after a competitive search for the role of 
general manager for sales and marketing for mobile 
computing at another company. By all accounts, she 
was a terrific win for the new company. 9.



What Is “Good” and “Bad” Power Use?
Is it possible to use power well? What does it take to stay afloat, to not sink under the 
inner pressures and altering effects of a high-power role? When much of power misuse
is unconscious and unintended, how can a leader learn to use it well? 

Although “power competencies” are not something most educational institutions teach, 
they do exist. And they should be taught—to every leader, CEO, teacher, coach, doctor, 
and supervisor, even to every parent. Learning power competencies begins by combatting 
some of the common misperceptions about good and bad uses of power. 

Just as it is easy to dismiss power misuse out of hand by saying “power corrupts,” it’s 
equally easy to assume that good use of power comes down to emotional intelligence, 
social intelligence, or ethics. Obviously, understanding and regulating one’s emotions is a 
necessary component of effective leadership—as is the ability to listen, communicate, and 
negotiate complex relationship interactions—and a leader without a moral
compass, or solid sense of ethics, is a disaster waiting to happen. 

But power is much more than emotional self-management, people skills, or ethical behavior. 
Our two decades of research, collected through hands-on work with leaders in diverse 
organizations and contexts, illustrates some general truths about good—and bad—uses
of power. We asked several hundred leaders, coaches, and subject-matter experts to 
describe their experiences of good and bad uses of power in leadership roles. Combining 
close to a hundred critical incidents with two decades of experience coaching and
consulting leaders across the globe, and across sectors, industries, roles, and functions, 
seven types of behavior relating to power use emerged. Internal consistency and inter-rater 
reliability was established in several rounds of testing with more than a thousand employees 
and leaders from hundreds of organizations. Framed in the positive—as good use of 
power—these are the seven behavioral dimensions of using power positively, and the
Diamond Power Index® scale associated with each.

1. Accessible
Accessible leaders are easy to approach, open to feedback, and interested in others’ participation. 
They are able to regulate emotions under stress, and do not resort to yelling, shaming, criticizing, 
or belittling people in public. They are able to foster an atmosphere of engagement and
psychological safety (as measured by the Intimidating–Approachable scale).

2. Empowering
Empowering leaders are interested in others’ development and take an active role in it. They 
inspire and motivate, and know how to bring out the best in others (as measured by the 
Disengaging–Empowering scale).

3. Conscientious
Conscientious leaders put the organization’s interests ahead of their own self-interest. They act 
with moderation and temperance, and don’t abuse the perks and privileges of the role for personal 
gain—for instance, making exceptions to the rules, acting superior, or inconveniencing others with 
favors or special treatment (as measured by the Indulgent–Judicious scale). 

In her previous role, she had achieved outstanding results. People in and outside of the company 
considered her a rising star. Her new team was excited about the hire and was looking forward to 
working with her. 

Nine months into her new role, things were not going as planned. Roberta’s team’s productivity 
lagged rather than soared. In an unusual turn of events, the department missed two major sales 
opportunities, leaving team members demoralized. In the wake of those losses, one of the highest 
performers in the department left Roberta’s team for another business unit. Instead of feeling 
happy and excited by the new role, Roberta felt overwhelmed by the pressure to perform to her 
previous standards. Moreover, she felt terrified of failure. For these reasons, Roberta’s coach sug-
gested that she take the Diamond Power Index® to gain insight into how and where she had been 
missing the mark with her team. 

While Roberta has enormous authority in her role, experience, and expertise, these facts have not 
translated into the internal sense of power she needs to succeed. While in her previous job her 
team loved working with her, she was disappointed to see that she scored below average on the 
Disengaging–Empowering scale—the scale that measures her ability to motivate, coach, and
support others. She was also surprised to see how low she rated herself on the Purposeful Self 
scale—her capacity to bounce back from failure and persist in the face of obstacles. Similarly, she 
rated herself below average on the Capable Self scale, reflecting her stunted level of confidence
in being able to get things done. 

Roberta’s lack of personal power in her new role affected her leadership behaviors. Her fear of not 
being up to the task caused her to withdraw from engaging with the team. However, unaware of 
the doubts she harbored, her team simply has seen her as aloof and detached, and—unlike their 
former leader—as someone who does not seem to care about or take interest in them. 

Roberta’s Power Profile™ is an example of how a personal sense of power directly affects a leader’s 
use of power. She feels insecure; her team sees aloofness. Emotional states like fear and anxiety 
can overwhelm and eclipse the high power of the role, which is what others see. When this hap-
pens, at best it can reduce one’s effectiveness; at worst it looks like poor use of power. 

The results in her Power Profile™ helped Roberta see that her struggles were all related to her state 
of mind. Her inability to lead had little to do with her skills or abilities. It was a powerful reminder 
to her that she was the same competent performer in her new job that she had been in her old job. 
For Roberta, the first big step up in her career was a cautionary tale about the importance of 
mindset. 
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Profile #3: The Flip Side of Confidence  
Confidence is a necessary ingredient for successful leadership. Leaders need confidence not only 
to meet challenges head-on but also to inspire others. Confidence and optimism rally people 
around a goal, help them overcome setbacks, and boost morale. But confidence can go too far. 
When confidence springs from self-involvement and others cannot sufficiently share in it, it may 
discourage and intimidate.

Consider Loretta. 
Loretta is the deputy chief information officer at a 
federal government agency. She is in her early 30s and 
has only been in the department for five years but is 
considered next in line for the chief information officer 
role on the top leadership team. By all accounts, 
Loretta is a fast-rising, highly intelligent leader. She 
received her PhD by the age of 25 and was awarded 
the prize for the best dissertation. 

Despite Loretta’s technical brilliance, people have not 
liked working with or for her. Loretta’s boss, con-
cerned with the feedback the apparently exceptional 
leader has received from her team and co-workers, 
suggested that Loretta work with a coach. The coach 
recommended that Loretta start with a 360° assess-
ment, and recommended the Diamond Power Index® 
to gain greater insight into how others perceive her 
leadership behavior. 

Notably, in her Power Profile™, Loretta’s highest scores 
were those she gave herself on the Self-Protection and Capable Self scales. She rated herself as 
extremely self-confident. This is consistent with Loretta’s description of herself as a “self-starter.” 
She learned, from an early age, how to figure things out for herself, and she does not place much 
stock in the value of mentoring or coaching. Her Self-Protection score points to the fact that she 
does not actively seek out—and in many cases, disregards—others’ feedback. It is not because she 
does not want to learn—her Self-Improvement score is average—but because she does not believe 
others are able to help her. 

Loretta’s life experience, intellect, and expertise have created within her a belief that because she 
succeeded without much help from others, she does not need feedback or coaching. Moreover, she 
believes that because she does not need help, others should not either. In fact, she openly expresses 
scorn for those who need guidance and does not easily make herself available to her team. Her 
subordinates have learned not to bother her with questions because she tends to respond with 
impatience and condescension. Thus, her scores on the Intimidating–Approachable and 
Disengaging–Empowering scales were both in the bottom 10th percentile. 

This was a wake-up call for Loretta. 

Her coach helped her see that her confidence could be an asset: it could inspire others. Instead, the way 
she embodied it insulated her from others. Loretta’s first task is to see the value of coaching and sup-
porting others. This is not simply a matter of closing a skill gap, but of becoming aware of a belief system 
that prevents her from moving upward in her leadership role. Until now, she has assessed her leadership 
competence on her ability to get the job done, and done well. But she has not embraced the other—and 
perhaps most important—component of leadership: developing others. 

4. Respectful 
Respectful leaders act to make their workplaces safe and non-hostile environments. They refrain 
from verbal or physical conduct that is rude, disrespectful, offensive, or discriminatory, and ensure 
that others do so as well (as measured by the Inappropriate–Respectful scale). 

5. Professional
Professional leaders are politically and socially astute. They maintain appropriate boundaries with 
co-workers, for instance, not gossiping, acting “chummy,” or disclosing confidential information. 
They conduct themselves appropriately in public, and represent the organization and its leadership 
positively (as measured by the Diplomatic–Indiscreet scale).

6. Fair
Fair leaders do not let personal preferences or bias drive decision-making. They refrain from
cronyism or preferentialism, and endeavor to make the workplace free from insider-outsider 
dynamics, exclusivity, partiality, and other inequitable behavior (as measured by the
Preferential–Fair scale).

7. Decisive

Decisive leaders do not shy away from using their authority. They are able to hold people accountable, 
give direct and constructive feedback, take a stand (even a controversial one), navigate conflict, 
and facilitate disagreement productively and constructively (as measured by the
Conflict Averse–Conflict Competent scale).

Sense of Power and Use of Power
These behaviors describe how well, or poorly, a leader uses power in relation to others. But what 
about the leader’s sense of power? Many people think of power as an action—something one does, 
performs, or displays, or as a thing—a role, resource, strength, or status. But power is also a state 
of mind. It is the measure of what one feels about oneself, regardless of one’s role or status. This 
sense of power underlies one’s capacity to act and influence others. 

Our research shows that good use of power in relation to others is connected to the leader’s inner 
sense of empowerment. Psychological research reveals that leaders are more effective when their 
positional power is guided by a personal sense of power. Conversely, when those in power do not 
feel a sense of personal power, they are more likely to use power aggressively.⁴ In fact, a personal 
sense of power is such an effective influencer that people with a high sense of personal power and 
low positional power can—and often do—achieve well beyond the scope of their role. 

Consider the extraordinary influence of Nelson Mandela during his years in prison. Mandela’s use of 
power stemmed completely from his own sense of power and his state of mind, not from any 
status or role accorded to him. As a prisoner, he lacked virtually any other kind of authority. Others 
can think about sense of power this way: while positional power bestows a license to act, personal 
sense of power bestows the capacity to act.
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Profile #4: Side-stepping Power    
Power overuse seems like an obvious form of power misuse, but the underuse of power—of hesi-
tating to use one’s authority—can be just as destructive.

Consider Justin.  
Justin leads a design team in the apparel industry. Justin’s manager is frustrated with his indecisive-
ness. When it comes to having difficult conversations, delivering feedback, or even correcting an 
error, Justin wavers. Last year, he found out that two 
sales reps were selling company samples on Craigslist, 
and although he knew the company’s zero-tolerance 
policy, Justin waited too long before doing anything. 
Not long after that, one of the company’s top design-
ers quit because the newest member of the team had 
proven to be extremely difficult to work with. Justin 
delayed dealing with the difficult new team member 
and let things go too far. It was this tendency that 
compelled Justin’s manager to suggest he work with a 
coach. Because of Justin’s aversion to wielding his 
authority, the coach suggested he use the Diamond 
Power Index® to gain a deeper insight into his use of 
power. 

On his Power Profile™, Justin scored, as expected, in 
the lowest percentile on the Conflict Averse–Conflict 
Competent scale, which measures a leader’s ability to 
hold difficult conversations, work with conflict, or raise 
controversial topics. He also received a low score on 
the Indiscreet–Diplomatic scale, but a high score on 
the Intimidating–Approachable scale. 

While Justin’s subordinates and co-workers regard him 
as an open and accessible leader, he lacks the comple-
mentary ability to deal with conflict in a direct way. When people come to Justin with problems, he 
often attempts to solve the problems himself. However, this tendency pulls him into the conflict; 
others perceive him as an active participant and not a guiding force from outside. This is reflected in 
his low score on the Indiscreet–Diplomatic scale, indicating his lack of boundaries. Indeed, boundar-
ies disappear when a leader gets pulled into a conflict rather than leading others to solve it them-
selves.

Justin is not alone. Many leaders are similarly hesitant to use their authority. Some carry negative 
associations with authority in general. They are unable to see power as anything but controlling or 
domineering behavior, and are afraid their power could hurt others. They do not know how to use 
their authority constructively and justly. 

A timid leader may think that underusing authority mitigates harm, but abdicating authority is a 
misuse of power because it neglects a leader’s responsibility to fulfill the duties of the role. A leader 
who sidesteps authority creates a vacuum that becomes filled with conflict, chaos, and power 
struggles. 
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Justin gained a key insight through the Power Profile™: he saw the connection between the scores, in 
particular the low and below-average scores he gave himself on the Aware Self and Self-Protection 
scales. The Aware Self measures the leader’s capacity for self-reflection, but also—and more 
importantly—the leader’s ability to direct his or her attention and not get distracted. The Self-
Protection scale measures the leader’s openness to feedback. It is the only reversed scale in the 
Power Profile™, meaning Justin’s low score is desirable—it shows that he is very open to feedback. 

Justin realized that, together, these two scores painted a picture of him as too open and too easily 
distracted by others’ input and requests. He realized he needed to focus on his internal world and his 
own responsibilities. With the help of his coach, he saw that his difficultly using authority and work-
ing with conflict stemmed from an overemphasis on others’ responses and feedback. Together with 
his coach, he is now working on setting better mental boundaries and is less concerned with the 
concerns and opinions of others.

Profile #5:
Playing Favorites
Of all the complaints employees air, one of the most 
cited is favoritism. A leader’s tendency to play favorites 
can be overt, such as the promotion of friends and 
family regardless of their level of competence. Or it 
can be subtle: giving more attention to some employees, 
fostering a culture of cronyism, or letting insider-
outsider dynamics flourish. Many charges of
discrimination are due to these behaviors, as 
witnessed, for instance, in the so-called “brogrammer” 
culture of the U.S. technology sector. Favoritism 
wreaks havoc on a company’s morale, on employee 
engagement, and on a company’s public image. 
Sometimes, however, it can happen unwittingly. 

Consider Rene. 
Rene is the director of talent development at a multi-
national pharmaceutical company. She is on track to become an SVP. She gets spectacular results, 
and her team loves working for her. She took the Diamond Power Index® as part of a trial to see 
how it could be used to develop leaders in her organization. She anticipated most of the scores on 
her Power Profile™, but when she looked at her score on the Preferential–Fair scale, she was shocked 
to see that she scored in the lower 20th percentile. 

Rene did not know what to make of this result at first. She espoused values of equity and non-
discrimination. In her role as director of talent development, she prided herself on being careful and 
judicious in making personnel decisions. She was truly surprised to see that others experienced her 
as preferential.  
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After discussing the results with her manager, the following picture emerged: Under pressure to 
get great results, Rene found it easier to rely on her top performers than to evenly distribute 
assignments and thus run the risk not getting the job done well, or done on time. But this meant 
that over and over again, with high profile and challenging assignments, she chose the same
handful of top performers, giving them more opportunities to develop skills and be seen by others 
across the organization. The others on the team did not get to access the same opportunities for 
development or the feedback and coaching needed to become top producers. 

Rene’s prioritizing of results over the development of her people diminished her attention to the 
coaching aspect of her role, and gave the appearance of partiality. It was a form of preferentialism, 
even if it was unintended. As with all aspects of power, this scenario illustrates how significant 
intention and impact can be. Rene intended to hit her targets, but she unintentionally acted
preferentially and created a favored in-group. 

Conclusion
The stories of Sam, Roberta, Loretta, Justin, and Rene illustrate the many ways in which a leader 
may struggle with the responsibilities of a high-power role. Just as no two people are alike,
no two uses of power look the same.

Although their circumstances may differ, each leader faces a similar problem: using power
appropriately and effectively to execute the responsibilities of the role. Yet doing so is extremely 
complex: using power well calls for enacting different behaviors, depending on what the context 
requires. It also means developing awareness of the “lens of power,” understanding the gap 
between intent and impact, that the other person’s perceptions may be skewed by the power 
dynamic itself. 

Being in a position of leadership and making a significant contribution to the world is a once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity in which success is far from assured. The very role a leader seeks can be his 
undoing, as the altering effect of power can lead him astray without his even knowing it. Getting 
clear and honest feedback and guidance is vital. Yet, as we have seen, one of the biggest liabilities 
of a high-power role is the lack of clear and honest feedback. For this reason, a 360° view of 
leadership behaviors is a vital ingredient for ensuring the leader’s success, by illuminating where 
the most critical opportunities for development lie. 
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